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1. Map of Northern Europe
Denmark is a flat country of mainland and islands surrounded by water. Copenhagen, the capital of Denmark has a population of 1,3 million and is situated to the east by Øresund – which is the narrow strait between Sweden and Denmark. In the year 2000 Sweden and Denmark was connected by the Øresund Link, which started a flourishing development of the Øresund region. Copenhagen is the centre of this new region.
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2. Copenhagen skyline – Copenhagen by night
Compared to other big cities of the world, Copenhagen buildings – even in the city centre - are not very tall. Seen from a distance, the skyline looks flat with the many copper towers and larger buildings popping up. When moving through the city, Copenhagen is mostly experienced at street level between rows of buildings. 
The image of Copenhagen changes a lot during the year and sometimes even in just one day. The sky is the indicator of the short days in winter, the long days in summer and the constantly changing weather conditions. 
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3. Map of Copenhagen City
Copenhagen is an old city. The town-plan of Copenhagen show clear traces of historical expansion, and it is still expanding and developing. Characteristic areas are: 
The Inner City, which dates back to 1167. 
Tivoli, which is part of a green belt of parks going through the city. This belt used to be the city fortification, constructed in the 1660´s. 
The Lakes, which outline the “Bro”-quarters. These residential neighbourhoods evolved during the explosive growth of housing at the beginning of the industrial period in mid 1800.
The harbour areas, which are now changing due to regulations of the harbour industry. 
Ørestaden, a future town area. 
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4. The Inner City – the City Hall Square
Squares, historic buildings and the lively shopping streets in connection to “Strøget” characterize the Inner City. The canal and some streets and areas around the historic buildings have old-fashioned street lamps, which leave the areas subdued. These areas contrast the lighting from the big streets going through the Inner City and the busy shopping areas connected to “Strøget”.  
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“Strøget”, the longest pedestrian street in the world, goes from the historical square Kgs. Nytorv to the bustling City Hall Square. The area around the City Hall Square is almost like a small scale Tokyo. The City Hall Square itself is quite dark, but the surrounding buildings are full of colourful neon advertisements and the traffic along the square is quite heavy. 
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5. Tivoli
Tivoli is one of the oldest amusement parks of the world (1843). It acts like a small world of its own and the lighting is enchanting, sophisticated and playful. Different lighting at summer and at Christmastime underlines the daylight character of the seasons. 
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6. The Lakes – the “Bro”-quarters
Everyday many people cross the Lakes by car, by foot or by bicycle. The Lakes stretch along the town parts, Frederiksberg, Vesterbro, Nørrebro and Østerbro. These neighbourhoods make lively areas of housing, cafés and shops for all generations and mixed ethnic population. The dim light and the white spots from the Copenhagen streetlamp itself characterize the long streets of these town parts. But also creative lighting from shops, cafés and housing distinguish this area. At Christmas the streets are dominated by the traditional Christmas decoration. 
At night, it can be difficult to see the Lakes. But one senses the big dark space they make and the colourful neon advertisement for IRMA (a Danish supermarket chain). The neon is reflected in the water and creates a beautiful landmark by the entrance to Nørrebro.
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7. The Inner Harbour 
The inner harbour, which runs through the city, used to be another dark space to pass. But as the industrial areas of the inner harbour have been moved and partly shut down, a whole new lightscape has been created. Some impressive office buildings light up by the waterfront, and an opera is currently under construction. 
A waterbus zigzags the harbour and connects the areas of both sides. One of the stops is at The Royal Library addition, “The Black Diamond”, which is connected to the old part by a skywalk. When traffic goes towards the new building complex, it is reflected on the huge black facade. 
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The School of Architecture is situated right behind the new Opera. At the local pier in front of the School of Architecture, a 1:1 space, structure and lighting experiment created a local lightscape.
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8. Ørestaden
Building in Ørestaden is still in the planning stage, but both public and private projects of considerable size have been built and are going to be built in near future. The infrastructure – the Metro – is already in use. The Ørestad Station makes a crossing with the international headquarters of Ferring Pharmaceuticals, which lights up this dark area. At Ørestaden Station one is truly away from the lights of the Copenhagen city centre. Street lighting, the lighting by the canals and lighting on constructionsites are all there is. It is exciting to imagine how the lighting will be after the construction of this new town part. Some future projects are: a concert hall for the Danish Broadcasting Company (DR) by the French architect Jean Nouvel; DR will also have a new media building covering 112.000 sq.m. by Vilhelm Lauritzen Architects. The performance group, Hotel pro Forma, will build its “art institution of the future”, as a framework for drama, dance, opera and art exhibitions. The architect on this project is Knud Fladeland. 
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9. Urban Lighting
The suspended Copenhagen street lamp is a continuous and dominant lighting element of the city. The line of the lamps accentuates curves up and down or to the sides according to lay out of the streets. The lamps give an even light distribution to the streets. Variation comes from single lit lamps or objects, light signs, neon advertisements, and light from windows, facades and traffic. Facade lighting in the sense of city beautification exists, but is not very common. All in all, the Copenhagen lighting level is quite low at night and the urban lighting does seem a bit modest. At Christmastime, though, millions of small glow bulbs light up the city. Some places the usual modesty explodes into wild experiments. 
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10. Architectural Lighting
The meeting between cool daylight and warm artificial light is a form of aesthetic in Danish architecture. The PH Artichoke lamp, by Poul Henningsen, was designed especially for the Langelinie Pavilion in 1958. The fixtures of Poul Henningsens are still very popular. The shape of the fixtures contributes to pleasant lighting and the positioning in the room creates a certain distribution of light and shadow. 
At Bagsværd Church by Jørn Utzon, Lighting Architect Gunver Hansen designed the warm and welcoming outdoor lighting and renovated the existing indoor lighting. 
As a recent example Dorthe Mandrup Architects insisted on lighting from halogen light sources in the project of transforming the old Seaplane Hangar H53 into an innovative working place. 
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11. Residential Lighting
The evening facade of the Copenhagen apartment buildings leaves a lively impression. Looking carefully it seems like the windows are as different as the people living behind them. Different tastes and temperaments characterize the lighting of Danish homes. Lamp shops, second hand lamp shops and interior design shops offer all kinds of different light sources and fixture design. 
Lighting at the housing entrances has a more repetitive character, as in Arne Jacobsen’s housing complex “Bellavista”, north of Copenhagen. The visible light behind the translucent facade material of the stairwells, accentuates the entrances. 
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12. Special Events and celebrations
Fire and candlelights are ancient light sources, which are still being used for the celebration of both the dark and light periods of the year. Big bonfires on Sankt Hans Evening mark the lightest and longest day of the year at midsummer. Actually a “witch” is burned of, and the story goes that she will go to Blocksbjerg – somewhere in Germany. At summer solstice the sun rises at 3.20 AM and sets at 8.40 PM. At winter solstice the sun rises at 8.40 AM and sets at 3.20 PM. 
This winter, during the Danish EU-chairmanship, a special lighting event takes place. 19 light art installations set the usual lighting of the city in a new perspective. 
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13. What are the Characteristics of the Lightscape of Copenhagen?
Variation
Darkness
Warm lighting
Shielded lighting
Subdued lighting
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Variations are expressed by the natural change of daylight in summer and winter and due to the different weather conditions. Furthermore the variation of dark areas and lively light areas characterize the total Lightscape of the city. 
In general there are not light on the facades of the buildings. Warm lighting comes from windows of housing, cafés and shops. Reflected light from the shielded outdoor lighting gives a warm and soft impression.
Copenhagen is characterized by subdued lighting. This sometimes causes glare, because of the contrast arising from dark subdued areas and lighting from a few sharp light sources. In some areas the night-light makes the visible order of the daytime city into a visually fragmented nighttime city. Nevertheless a natural variation grows out of the lighting in more or less busy areas. And the huge and always changing sky over Copenhagen creates beautiful contrasts to the electrical light of the city. Copenhagen at night is - and will certainly in the future – be full of experiences to investigate and to discuss. 
Discussions do pop up and disappear again. I would like the Copenhagen Lighting Detectives to make a solid platform of investigations in order to exchange experiences and to hold on to the discussion of future lighting in this regional area.
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14. Local members:
The Copenhagen Lighting Detectives are in its initial face. The office will be situated at the Royal School of Architecture in the Royal Dockyards.
Future possible members:
Professionals within Lighting 
Students at the Arts Schools at the Royal Dockyards
Members at the Association of the Copenhagen City Beautification

Transnational Tanteidan Core members: 
Katja Bülow, Architect and PhD-student
Lisbeth Skindbjerg Kristensen, Architect and PhD-student
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